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FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK
The 31 days span of October has been replete with celebration of icons - Mahatma, Father of
the Nation and The Iron Man, Sardar Patel. A lot to learn from these lives for they lived
devoted, dedicated and completely immersed in thoughts and action that contained the good
of the nation. Within the fold of the month, navratri chants and garba rhythms reverberated
rendering the environment replete with blissful vibrance ushering in renewed energy and
vigour to get across the remaining months of 2021.
We are almost done with 2021 and little remains to be seen through. We shall and we will !
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“The greatness of humanity
is not in being human, but
in being humane.”
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With the slogan "Tum Mujhe Khoon Do, MeinTumhe
Azadi Dunga", Netaji struck a chord with every
Indian's heart.

Know Your
Teacher !

The word Navratri means 'nine nights'
in Sanskrit, nava meaning nine and
ratri meaning nights. The festival is
associated with the victory of good over
evil.

Deepti Baviskar

Primary Computer Teacher
Part of the DPS Family since '03

Online Garba for
Primary & Pre-Primary
Fun and frolic with rounds
of Garba...Ae Haalo!

Loves making
PowerPoints
and writing
code in C++.

Favourite quote"A smile is a
curve that sets
everything
straight"

What is the importance of this subject
in present times?
According to me, this is the era of technology
and computers play a very important role in
our lives. Regardless of one's profession or
age, there is an inevitable need to understand
computers and the pandemic has only
speeded up the process. The importance of
this subject is now undeniable.

